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ABSTRACT Mechanical and two-dimensional (2D) x-ray diffraction studies suggest that during isometric steady-state contrac-
tion, strongly bound cross-bridges mostly occupy early states in the power stroke, whereas rigor or rigor-like cross-bridges could
not be detected. However, it remained unclear whether cross-bridges accumulate, at least transiently, in rigor or rigor-like states
in response to rapid-length releases. We addressed this question using time-resolved recording of 2D x-ray diffraction patterns of
permeabilized ﬁbers from rabbit psoas muscles during isometric contraction and when small, ramp-shaped length-releases were
applied to these ﬁbers. This maneuver allows a transient accumulation of cross-bridges in states near the end of their power
stroke. By lowering the temperature to 5 C, force transients were slowed sufﬁciently to record diffraction patterns in several
2–4-ms time frames before and during such releases, using the RAPID detector (Reﬁned ADC Per Input Detector) at beam
line ID02 of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (Grenoble, France). The same sequence of frames was recorded in
relaxation and rigor. Comparisons of 2D patterns recorded during isometric contraction, with patterns recorded at different
[MgATPgS] and at 1 C, showed that changes in intensity proﬁles along the ﬁrst and sixth actin layer lines (ALL1 and ALL6,
respectively) allowed for discernment of the formation of rigor or rigor-like cross-bridges. During ramp-shaped releases of acti-
vated ﬁbers, intensity proﬁles along ALL1 and ALL6 did not reveal evidence for the accumulation of rigor-like cross-bridges.
Instead, changes in the ALL6-proﬁle suggest that during ramp-shaped releases, cross-bridges transiently accumulate in a struc-
tural state that, to our knowledge, was not previously seen, but that could well be a strongly bound state with the light-chain
binding domain in a conformation between a near prepower-stroke (isometric) orientation and the orientation in rigor.INTRODUCTION
It is generally accepted that muscle contraction is driven by
a series of conformational changes of the actin-attached
myosin head (cross-bridge). This series of conformational
changes, the so-called ‘‘power stroke,’’ is coupled to the
release of the ATP-hydrolysis products, phosphate and
ADP, from the active site (1). Various approaches were
used to characterize the structural changes of the actomyosin
cross-bridge and their relationship to the ATPase cycle.
Based on early x-ray fiber diffraction data (2), it was
proposed that force generation in muscle occurs when
actin-attached myosin heads reach a conformation like that
seen in the absence of nucleotide (rigor) (3). Based on data
from protein crystallography (4) and cryo-electron micros-
copy of actin filaments decorated with myosin head domains
in the absence of nucleotide (5,6), this concept seemed to
receive further support (5,7–9). According to this concept,
late, rigor-like states of the power stroke were thought
responsible for the generation of isometric force. Even the
earliest x-ray diffraction studies of muscle during isometric
contraction, however, failed to reveal features characteristic
of rigor cross-bridges (10,11). More recent x-ray studies
(12–18) were no more successful.
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0006-3495/09/02/1430/17 $2.00Based on mechanical studies of intact frog fibers, it was also
proposed that isometric force is generated when cross-
bridges, after an initial firm attachment, proceed to subsequent
states of a power stroke (19). According to this concept, the
rapid recovery of force after a stepwise length release was
thought to result from additional cross-bridges proceeding
from initial firm attachment to later states in the power stroke,
i.e., the generation of isometric force and the rapid recovery
of force in response to length releases were thought to result
from the same basic molecular mechanism. According to
this proposal, length releases, imposed on muscle fibers during
isometric contraction, were expected to drive cross-bridges
toward later states of their power stroke, whereas stretches
would drive cross-bridges back to earlier states of the power
stroke (19). Consequently, force transients during and after
both stretches and releases should reveal signatures of redistri-
bution among different states of the power stroke (19).
Mechanical studies of skinned muscle fibers from the
rabbit, however, revealed that isometric force is most likely
already generated when cross-bridges enter the early states of
a power stroke (20,21). This conclusion was based on the
observed asymmetry in force transients during ramp-shaped
stretches versus ramp-shaped releases. During releases,
cross-bridges redistributed toward later states of the power
stroke, as previously proposed by Huxley and Simmons
(19). During stretches imposed during an isometric steady
state, however, there was no evidence for significant redistri-
bution from later states back to earlier states in the power
doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2008.11.023
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isometric force is already generated when cross-bridges
reach early, strong binding states of the power stroke, i.e.,
states before those that become occupied after quick tension
recovery in response to a stepwise length release (20,21). We
propose that force generation in the early states of a power
stroke results from redocking of the light-chain binding
domain, for example, when myosin heads proceed from
nonstereospecific, weak actin binding to stereospecific and
strong actin binding, whereas the light-chain binding domain
remains near its prepower-stroke conformation. During
isometric steady state, according to our concept, only
a few cross-bridges are thought to occupy the later states
in a power stroke. According to this concept, the occupancy
of later states in a power stroke, e.g., with the light-chain
binding domain near a postpower-stroke rigor-(like) confor-
mation, would be expected to increase transiently, in res-
ponse to stepwise or ramp-shaped length releases (21).
The concept that isometric force is generated by cross-
bridges in early states of the power stroke is consistent
with x-ray diffraction data (10–14,16) indicating no rigor-
like features during isometric steady-state contraction. These
studies, however, did not allow more detailed conclusions
regarding whether the cross-bridge states occupied during
an isometric steady-state contraction were at the beginning
or nearer the end of a power stroke. Mechanical studies
were interpreted to show that isometric force is already
generated before the release of inorganic phosphate from
the active site (22–25). These results are consistent with
the concept that isometric force is generated in early states
of the power stroke, although no conclusions were possible
about structural features of the cross-bridges that generate
isometric force. A concept essentially identical to ours
(20,21) was proposed on the basis of experiments where
x-ray diffraction and mechanical perturbations, imposed
during isometric contraction and in rigor, were used (15).
It was proposed that the strongly bound myosin head
assumes a postpower-stroke, rigor-like conformation only
after quick tension recovery in response to a stepwise length
release imposed during isometric steady-state contraction.
Isometric force, generated before the release, was thought
to result from myosin heads in a conformation closer to the
prepower-stroke conformation, with the lever arm tilted ~30
away from the rigor conformation (15). Ferenczi et al. (17)
proposed a concept in which isometric force was again
thought to be generated already at the transition from non-
stereospecific to stereospecific binding of the myosin motor
domain to actin, with additional force and additional move-
ment generated by rotation of the lever arm, e.g., in response
to stepwise length releases. This proposal was based on x-ray
diffraction and T-jump experiments, combined with imposed
stepwise length changes (17).
Although these concepts predicted that in response to step-
wise or ramp-shaped releases, cross-bridges should, at least
transiently, accumulate in states near the end of a powerstroke, i.e., in rigor or-rigor like states structurally, it
remained unclear whether this could be detected experimen-
tally. We therefore recorded two-dimensional (2D) x-ray
diffraction patterns with a high time resolution before and
during ramp-shaped releases imposed after isometric force
had reached steady state. We specifically aimed at time
periods before and after the retardation in the decrease in
active force during a ramp-shaped release. This retardation
had been interpreted as a signature of regeneration of force
upon redistribution of cross-bridges toward later states in
a power stroke (20,21,26), equivalent to the rapid tension
recovery in response to stepwise length changes (27). To
allow sufficient time to place a time frame in the period
before the retardation in the decrease in active force, the
temperature was lowered to 5C, to slow the redistribution
of cross-bridges toward later states in the power stroke.
We focused our analysis on the parts of diffraction patterns
that are sensitive to an accumulation of rigor like cross-
bridges, i.e., the first actin layer line (ALL1), the sixth actin
layer line (ALL6), and the equatorial 1,1 and 1,0 reflections.
The effects of rigor cross-bridges on these features were
probed by lowering the concentration of MgATPgS, thus
generating an increasing fraction of nucleotide-free rigor
cross-bridges (16).
In diffraction patterns recorded during ramp-shaped
releases, we were unable to detect changes toward features
typical of cross-bridges in a rigor(-like) conformation, both
on ALL1 and ALL6. Instead, patterns recorded after the
pause in the tension decline during ramp-shaped releases
exhibited a change in intensity profile along ALL6, indi-
cating an accumulation of cross-bridges in a conformation
different from both the conformation seen during isometric
contraction and the rigor conformation. A preliminary
account of this work was presented as an abstract (28).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Single-ﬁber preparation, solutions, and length
control
Single fibers were isolated from bundles of chemically skinned fibers of
M. psoas of rabbits, as described previously (29–31). The entire procedure
of mounting arrays of Triton-permeabilized single fibers for x-ray diffraction,
and methods for reducing beam damage, were introduced elsewhere (16,32).
For the experiments presented here, ~15 (for time-resolved experiments at the
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility) or 30 (for recording patterns at the
SRS or at HASYLAB) single fibers were mounted side-by-side in the muscle
chamber of the x-ray setup. We used arrays of single fibers instead of natural
fiber bundles, to minimize distances for the diffusion of substrate and products
into and out of the fibers (32). In addition, to minimize temperature gradients
and concentration gradients, especially in the small gap between the Kapton
windows where the x-ray beams pass through, the solution in the experimental
chamber was continuosly pumped up and down.
One end of the fiber array was attached to a linear motor (Scientific Instru-
ments, Heidelberg, Germany), and the other to a strain gauge force trans-
ducer (Akers, Horten, Norway). Fiber length was adjusted by the linear
motor via length-controlled feedback. It was set such that sarcomere length,
measured by laser light diffraction using a 633-nm helium-neon laser, wasBiophysical Journal 96(4) 1430–1446
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down in the x-ray beam so that ~6 mm of fiber length were exposed
to the x-rays. For recording diffraction patterns from activated fibers, the
solution change from relaxing to activating solution, and back to relaxing
solution, occurred via remote-controlled syringe pumps.
Solutions for relaxation (pCa 8), rigor, and maximum Ca2þ activation
(pCa 4.5) were identical to those in our previous work (16,32). For compar-
ison, patterns with different MgATPgS concentrations in the absence of
MgATP were recorded, but on a separate set of fiber arrays. The constituents
of these solutions were the same as described elsewhere (32,33). For the
experiments described here, all MgATPgS solutions contained a Ca2þ
concentration sufficient for maximal activation (pCa 4.5), to minimize
differences in diffraction patterns originating from the effects of Ca2þ on
regulatory proteins. All solutions with MgATPgS also contained 0.2 mM
Ap5A as myokinase inhibitor and 200 mM glucose, together with
0.5 units/mL of hexokinase to remove traces of MgATP. For the MgATPgS
experiments, the temperature was reduced to 1 C, to enhance the saturation
of myosin heads with MgATPgS, such that nearly full saturation was
achieved with 1 mM MgATPgS, even at the saturating Ca2þ concentrations
(pCa 4.5) used in this study (33).
The experimental temperature for activation, relaxation, and rigor condi-
tions was set at 5C, to slow down the redistribution of cross-bridges among
different intermediate states of the ATPase cycle during ramp-shaped
releases, such that time frames of 2–4 ms could be placed before and after
the delay in the force decline during ramp-shaped releases. At this temper-
ature and at an ionic strength of 170 mM, we previously found isometric
force to be 58 5 20 kN/m2 (mean 5 SD, n ¼ 10) and 37% 5 7%
(mean 5 SD, n ¼ 8 fibers) of the isometric force at 20 C, and ~1/3 of
the force observed at 25–35C, in agreement with other studies (34–37).
The ionic strength of all solutions here was adjusted to 80 mM by potas-
sium propionate. This ionic strength was chosen to mimic, as closely as
possible, intracellular ionic-strength conditions. Godt and Maughan showed
that the main anion in the sarcoplasm of muscle fibers is phosphocreatine (as
potassium salt), and that it is present at concentrations of 45–55 mM (38).
When we compared equatorial intensities (including higher-order reflec-
tions) recorded in relaxing solution with 40 mM K2 phosphocreatine with
equatorial intensities observed in relaxing solutions but with ionic strength
adjusted by K propionate, we found the best match of equatorial intensities
when the ionic strength, adjusted by K propionate, was ~80 mM. We used
40 mM K2 phosphocreatine as reference, to allow for contributions to ionic
strength by other constituents (e.g., EGTA) in the reference relaxing solution
that were not present in native muscle fibers. As a result, we have come to
use a standard ionic strength of 80 mM (16,39). The apparently low ‘‘effec-
tive’’ ionic strength in the presence of 40 mM K2 phosphocreatine most
likely results from the limited dissociation (low activity coefficient) of K2Biophysical Journal 96(4) 1430–1446phosphocreatine. At 80 mM ionic strength, adjusted by K propionate, we
found isometric forces ~1.5 5 0.2 times higher than at 170 mM ionic
strength, and ~1.8-fold higher than at 200 mM ionic strength. Thus,
isometric force under our experimental conditions, i.e., 5C and ionic
strength 80 mM (adjusted by K propionate), is 50–60% of the force seen
at 25–35C and at an ionic strength of 170–200 mM in our own controls
and in other studies (34–37).
Time-resolved x-ray diffraction experiments at the
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility
Two-dimensional, low-angle x-ray diffraction patterns of single-fiber arrays
were collected at beam line ID02 of the European Synchrotron Radiation
Facility (ESRF, Grenoble, France). This beam line provided an x-ray flux
of up to 3  1013 photons s1 at a 0.1-nm wavelength. The 2D diffraction
patterns were recorded with the gas-filled Refined ADC Per Input Detector
(RAPID) developed at the Synchrotron Radiation Source (SRS, Daresbury,
Warrington, UK) (40,41). The RAPID detector was installed on a bypass
parallel to the standard ID02 beam line, resulting in lower x-ray flux
compared with a standard beam line. To maximize available flux, both un-
dulators of ID02 were in use. The size of the active area of the detector was
200 mm  200 mm, and the camera length was 6.2 m. With this camera
length, only one quadrant of the diffraction patterns could be recorded,
ranging from the equator to the sixth actin-based layer line (ALL6) at a recip-
rocal spacing of 1/5.9 nm1, whereas only smaller parts of adjacent quad-
rants were covered (see Fig. 2 B). Equatorial intensities were attenuated
~3.5-fold by a thin strip of lead, to minimize possible reduction in detector
sensitivity because of dead-time effects in rows and columns with high local
intensities at the equatorial 1,0 and 1,1 reflections.
The RAPID detector is a position-sensitive photon-counting device. This
detector enabled us to record single ‘‘snapshots’’ of 2D diffraction patterns
within time frames of 2–4 ms. Although the photon count in an individual
snapshot is rather low (Fig. 1 A), the very low readout noise of a photon-
counting device allowed us to add up a large number of individual snap-
shots. Thus, even in time windows as short as 2–4 ms, diffraction patterns
can be obtained with sufficient intensity in the off-meridional actin-based
and myosin-based layer lines (Fig. 1 B). The actual number of added snap-
shots was between 560–800, depending on the number of fiber arrays from
which data were recorded and summed up. In test trials with a CCD detector,
a similarly successful generation of 2D diffraction patterns by the accumu-
lation of individually recorded snapshots was not possible, i.e., the weaker
reflections and layer lines remained covered in noise. This outcome was
presumably attributable to the high readout noise of this detector type.
The duration of snapshots (2–4 ms) was dictated by the time course of the
force response to ramp-shaped releases under our experimental conditions.FIGURE 1 2D x-ray diffraction patterns recorded with
RAPID detector at ESRF in Grenoble. (A) Single ‘‘snap-
shot’’ of 2-ms exposure shows signals of individual
photons. Signals of individual photons are horizontal lines,
four pixels in length, because fourfold binning and unbin-
ning of frames in horizontal direction during data acquisi-
tion and data analysis, respectively, were inevitable (details
in Materials and Methods). (B) 2D x-ray diffraction pattern
recorded during isometric steady-state contraction in 3-ms
time frame immediately before start of ramp-shaped release
(time frame I; see Fig. 2 A). For this pattern, 800 snapshots,
recorded within time frame I of 800 ramp-shaped releases
collected from six single-fiber arrays, were added up.
Resultant total accumulated exposure time was 2.4 s.
MLL1, first myosin-based layer line; ALL1, first actin-
based layer line; ALL6, sixth actin-based layer line; M3,
first-order meridional reflection of myosin heads; M6,
second-order meridional reflection of myosin heads; Mer,
meridian; Eq, equator.
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After a fiber array, mounted in the x-ray path, reached steady isometric force,
it was subjected to repeated length changes (ramp-shaped releases; Fig. 2 A).
In such ramp-shaped releases, fibers were allowed to shorten linearly with
time, and were restretched to their original length after each such release.
The amplitude of these ramp-shaped releases was 1.6–1.7% of the overall
fiber length, i.e., equivalent to %20 nm of filament sliding, and with the
retardation of tension decline taking place between %2–8 nm of filament
sliding (Fig. 2 A, bottom). The ramp-shaped releases lasted for 20 ms, and
were followed by a restretch to the original fiber length within 4 ms. These
ramp-shaped length changes were repeated after a 0.3-s period of isometric
contraction. The timing of releases is shown in Fig. 2 A (middle). After five
such ramp-shaped release/restretch maneuvers, a period of nearly unloaded
active shortening was allowed for 100 ms, followed by restretch to the orig-
inal fiber length. After a waiting period during which isometric force rede-
veloped to its steady-state level, a new cycle of five ramp-shaped releases
was initiated. Unloaded shortening with restretch to original length after
five ramp-shaped releases was used to stabilize fiber structure, i.e., to avoid
increasing disorder of sarcomeres that would have otherwise developed in
the skinned fibers during longer periods of isometric force generation
(29). For each fiber array, the complete cycle, consisting of isotonic short-
ening, restretch with redevelopment of force to the isometric steady-state,and five ramp-shaped length release/restretch maneuvers, was repeated
28 times (Fig. 2 A, top), except for one fiber array where the total protocol
was terminated after 20 cycles because of a sudden rapid force decay,
presumably resulting from the rupture of some fibers.
Before and during each ramp-shaped release, five x-ray diffraction
images were recorded in defined time frames, with exposure times ranging
from 2–4 ms (Fig. 2 A, bottom):
Time frame I: Image recorded under isometric steady-state conditions;
exposure time, 3 ms; end of recording, 0.5 ms before the start of
release.
Time frame II: Image recorded during the first rapid force decline but
before the retardation of the force decline; start of exposure, 1 ms after
the start of the ramp; exposure time, 2 ms (short exposure time to
avoid cutting into the retardation of force decline).
Time frame III: Image recorded after the retardation of force decline, i.e.,
early in the second phase of force decline; start of exposure, 7.5 ms after
the start of the ramp; exposure time, 3 ms. During this phase of release,
maximum accumulation of cross-bridges in later states of the power
stroke is expected (20).
Time frame IV: Image also recorded during the second phase of force
decline immediately after time frame III (with a pause of<0.1 ms); start
of exposure, ~10.5 ms after the start of the ramp; exposure time, 3 ms.FIGURE 2 Experimental protocol
and data analysis (a.u., arbitrary units).
(A) Timing of mechanical maneuvers
and collection of diffraction patterns.
Example of one single-fiber array is
given. (A–C, top traces) Fiber length.
(A–C, bottom traces) Force. (Top)
complete protocol (160 s) applied to
each single-fiber array. Change to acti-
vating solution is indicated by small
artifact on force trace ~5 s into the
record. Change back to relaxing solution
occurred at ~140 s. (Middle) Expanded
view of one cycle of unloaded short-
ening, restretch with subsequent rede-
velopment of isometric force, and five
ramp-shaped releases imposed after
force had reached steady-state level.
(Bottom) Expanded view of one ramp-
shaped release followed by restretch to
starting length. Bold sections of tension
trace represent open times of x-ray
shutter. I–V denote numbering of five
time frames in which 2D x-ray diffrac-
tion patterns were recorded. (B) 2D
x-ray diffraction pattern illustrating
areas of interest (A–E) defined for gener-
ation of 1D intensity profiles. Within
areas of interest, integration was per-
formed by adding up intensities of pixels
along column lines (vertical direction)
or row lines (horizontal direction), as
indicated by double arrows. Intensity
profile across MLL1 and ALL1 (area
A), and profile across ALL6 (area B),
were obtained by horizontal integration along row lines. Profiles along equator (area C), along ALL6 (area D), and along ALL1 (area E) were obtained by vertical
integration. For subtraction of background from profile along ALL6, intensities in two gray strips located alongside ALL6 were used. For further details, see text.
(C, top trace) One-dimensional intensity profile of ALL1 with overlapping MLL1 of pattern recorded during frame III. Data points of profile (solid squares)
were obtained by horizontal integration of area A, as defined in B. Continuous line describes fit of ALL1 and MLL1 with function that consists of sum of
two bell-shaped curves, each consisting of two Gaussian functions, and one exponential decay for underlying background. Dashed lines indicate MLL1 and
ALL1 profiles from fitting. Dotted line indicates background function. (C, bottom traces) MLL1 and ALL1 profiles from fitting after background subtraction.Biophysical Journal 96(4) 1430–1446
1434 Radocaj et al.Time frame V: Image recorded shortly before the end of ramp-shaped
release; start of exposure, 15.5 ms after the start of the ramp; exposure
time, 4 ms.
During each of the five consecutive release/restretch maneuvers, the data of
time frames I–V had to be stored as separate frames (total of 5 frames I–V¼
25 frames). Data recorded in the 28 (or 20) consecutive cycles, separated by
periods of unloaded shortening, were directly accumulated in the correspond-
ing frames. To allow storage of the required total of 25 frames without
exceeding the available memory, the data of each frame were binned 4:1 in
a horizontal direction. As a result, upon unbinning, the intensity of one pixel
was equally distributed among 4 adjacent pixels in a horizontal direction.
Thus, in Fig. 1 A, each signal of an individual photon results in a 4-pixel-
wide horizontal line. Even with this binning, however, the maximum number
of frames that we could assign during ramp-shaped release/restretch maneu-
vers was limited, so that we had to select the most significant time periods for
data recording, instead of defining a continuous series of adjacent time frames.
The whole experimental procedure was repeated with six single-fiber
arrays during isometric contraction (pCa 4.5). For comparison, diffraction
patterns with the same time frames and same timing protocol were recorded
under relaxing conditions (four fiber arrays) and without nucleotides (rigor-
conditions; five fiber arrays). Under relaxing conditions and in rigor,
however, ramp-shaped length releases were not imposed, nor were fiber
arrays unloaded, as was done with activated fibers.
Data reduction and analysis of time-resolved data
For each fiber array, the diffraction patterns recorded in corresponding time
frames (I–V) of the five consecutive ramp-shaped releases were added up,
yielding the summed-up frames I–V. The resulting five patterns of each fiber
array were then corrected for the dead time of the detector using the DTC
(dead time correction) routine, developed by the SRS (41). Next, the uneven
sensitivity of the detector was compensated by dividing each image through
a ‘‘flat-field’’ image recorded with the detector, while the beam was homo-
geneously scattered by air upon removal of the evacuated beam pipe
between the specimen and the detector. Each pattern was then carefully
rotated and centered, using the 1,0 equatorial and M3 meridional reflections
as reference points. Finally, after these procedures, corresponding diffraction
patterns of different fiber arrays were added up. To obtain comparable inten-
sity levels for all time frames recorded under different conditions, the counts
in each pixel were divided by 1), the number of arrays used for each condi-
tion (6 for active contraction, 4 for relaxing conditions, and 5 in rigor); and
2), by the duration of different time frames (2–4 ms) during which the
patterns were recorded. For these procedures, programs of the CCP13
(Collaborative Computational project 13) software suite (http://www.
fiber-diffraction.ac.uk/small-angle/Software.html) were used. Because the
patterns had to be subjected to these normalization routines, the resulting
‘‘counts’’ in a pixel were no longer identical with the number of photons
counted in the original patterns.
The signal/noise ratio for the first myosin and first actin layer line was
further increased by folding the diffraction pattern across the equatorial
axis. This was possible because the first actin and first myosin layer lines
(ALL1 and MLL1, respectively) were still fully covered in the quadrant above
the equator, whereas the rest of this quadrant fell outside the detected part of
the pattern (Fig. 2 B). The scale for reciprocal spacing in diffraction patterns
was calibrated by assuming that the position of the M3 reflection on the
meridian for fibers in rigor condition is 1/14.43 nm1 (10,42).
Generation of one-dimensional proﬁles
To generate one-dimensional (1D) intensity profiles, rectangular sections
were defined, and intensities of pixels were integrated horizontally (parallel
to the equator) or vertically (parallel to the meridian), using the BSL
program of the CCP13 suite. To generate intensity profiles across part of
ALL1 and MLL1, the rectangle, labeled A in Fig. 2 B, was defined and
integrated horizontally. A resulting sample profile, labeled A, is includedBiophysical Journal 96(4) 1430–1446in Fig. 2 B. The integration covered the region from reciprocal spacing of
0.039–0.06 nm1 (Fig. 2 B, double arrow A). This range was chosen
because the increase in intensity of ALL1 upon isometric contraction is
largest in this section (43). Moreover, in this range, actin and myosin compo-
nents are well-separated from the first troponin reflection on a meridian at
1/38 nm1. Overall intensity profiles across ALL6 were generated by a hori-
zontal integration of intensities within the large rectangular area labeled B
in Fig. 2 B. A sample profile, labeled B, is also shown in Fig. 2 B. A 1D
intensity profile along the equator covering the 1,0 and 1,1 reflections
(Fig. 2 B, sample profile C) was obtained by vertical integration of the
area labeled C.
To generate intensity profiles along ALL1 (Fig. 2 B, sample profile E), the
intensity values of the 2D pattern were integrated vertically within area E from
reciprocal axial spacing 0.025–0.029 nm1. The lower limit (0.025 nm1)
was chosen to be half way between the axial positions of the first myosin
and first actin layer line. From the resulting profiles the background was sub-
tracted. The background function was determined by a double-exponential fit
of 20 data points evenly distributed on both sides of the intensity peaks on the
profile. The 20 data points were placed in parts of the profile that did not
contain contributions from other reflections. After subtraction of the back-
ground from the 1D profiles of ALL1, the background-subtracted profiles
of ALL1 were smoothed by a 15-point rolling average to reduce scatter.
Intensity profiles along ALL6 with background subtraction (Fig. 2 B,
sample profile D) were obtained in the following way. Two strips, midway
between the fifth and sixth actin layer lines and between the sixth and
seventh actin layer lines, were defined as background. Their width was
0.0048 nm1 for patterns recorded at the ESRF. These two background
strips were integrated vertically, yielding 1D background profiles along
ALL6. The two background profiles were added and smoothed by calcu-
lating a rolling average over 200 adjacent data points. To reduce noise
further, the resulting background profiles of all five frames I–V were aver-
aged. The area flanked by the two background strips, which is 0.02 nm1
wide and contains ALL6 (Fig. 2 B, area D), was also integrated vertically
to obtain a 1D profile. From the resulting 1D profile, the averaged back-
ground profile was subtracted. To reduce the noise of background-subtracted
ALL6 profiles, profiles obtained after background subtraction were
smoothed by a rolling average of 100 points. Such background subtraction
for ALL6 was possible because in diffraction patterns recorded from rabbit
psoas muscle fibers at low temperature (here, 5C), myosin layer lines
beyond MLL5 are essentially undetectable (32,42). Therefore, MLL7, which
is very close to ALL6 (44), does not contribute significant intensity to the
background defined here for ALL6.
Integrated intensities of equatorial 1,0 and 1,1 reflections, as well as of
MLL1, ALL1, and ALL6, were determined by fitting a function consisting
of the sum of an appropriate number of peak functions (one for each reflec-
tion or integrated layer line) and one exponential decay (for the background)
to the 1D-intensity profiles, using the software package ORIGIN (Origin-
Lab, Northampton, MA). An example for the fitting of MLL1 and ALL1
(Fig. 2 B, profile A) is given in Fig. 2 C. The area of each individual peak
was obtained from the least-squares fit. Because the precise intensity profile
of the x-ray beam is unknown, a peak function optimally fitting the data had
to be constructed. The data were best fitted by a peak function consisting
of the sum of two Gaussian functions at the same position, with the ratio
of their area at 1.72:1 and the ratio of their width at 1.94:1. Application of
single Gaussian or Lorentzian functions yielded higher c2 values (data not
shown). For the fitting of equatorial reflections and of the sixth actin layer
line, single Gaussian functions represented the data sufficiently well.
These procedures of data analysis were performed for patterns recorded in
time frames I–V of the activated fiber arrays, and for patterns recorded under
relaxing conditions and in rigor with the same time-frame protocol, except that
no mechanical maneuvers were imposed. Individual patterns recorded in time
frames I and V under relaxing conditions and in rigor were analyzed as
described for patterns recorded from activated fiber arrays. The intensity
values obtained from the five individual patterns were used to calculate
mean values and standard deviations (population SDs, and not SDs of mean
values) for both relaxed and rigor conditions. To obtain an estimate for the
Cross-Bridge Structure During Ramps 1435error of intensities in time frames I–V of activated fibers, we used the SD
values obtained for the corresponding intensities of patterns recorded in
different time frames under relaxing and rigor conditions. Because the mean
intensities were different for activated fibers versus relaxed and rigor fibers,
we estimated the SD values for activated fibers by interpolation between the
SDs of the relaxed and rigor data according to mean intensities (for all inten-
sities analyzed in this work, the mean intensity of activated fibers was between
relaxed and rigor intensities). We used this approach to estimate errors in the
observed intensities of activated fibers where only one set of patterns was
available. We did not use counting statistics, i.e., the square root of integrated
intensities, as an error estimate, because we observed previously and in this
study that the square root of integrated intensities is much smaller than the
SD obtained when several diffraction patterns are recorded under identical
conditions and analyzed individually. This finding is most likely attributable
to the fact that errors, such as movements of fibers because of the pumping
of solution, collections of patterns from slightly different parts of fiber arrays
due to vertical scanning of a specimen in an x-ray beam, or uncertainties in
dead-time and flat-field corrections, also contribute to the total error.
X-ray diffraction experiments with MgATPgS
at SRS and HASYLAB
Two-dimensional x-ray diffraction patterns of single-fiber arrays were
recorded without imposing length changes, under relaxing conditions, in
rigor, and in the presence of 1000, 100, and 20 mM MgATPgS at a high Ca2þ
concentration (pCa 4.5). For the ATPgS-experiments, Ap5A (0.2 mM), hexo-
kinase (0.5 U/mL), and glucose (200 mM) were added to remove traces
of MgATP in the incubation medium. These data were recorded at beam
line 2.1 of the SRS, using a position-sensitive multiwire detector, as described
previously (16). Development of the single-fiber array method (32) and the
recording of a similar data set under relaxing and rigor conditions, as well
as in the presence of 1000, 100, and 20 mM MgATPgS, were performed at
HASYLAB (Deutsches Elektronensynchrotron, Hamburg, Germany), using
imaging plates and a BAS2000 Scanner (both Fujifilm, Tokyo, Japan).
Data reduction and analysis of MgATPgS-data
Diffraction patterns recorded at the SRS were corrected for unevenness of
detector response, using a pattern obtained by irradiation of the detector
with a 55Fe radioactive source. All patterns recorded at the SRS were normal-
ized to the intensity of the main beam, monitored through a semitransparent
beam stop. Camera background, including solution scattering, was recorded
after removal of the fiber array while the solution chamber was kept at its posi-
tion in the x-ray beam. This camera background was subtracted from the
recorded diffraction patterns. Subsequently, the background-subtracted
patterns were rotated and centered as described for patterns recorded at the
ESRF. Finally, the patterns were folded across the axes of equator and
meridian, i.e., the intensities at corresponding positions in all four quadrants
of a diffraction pattern were added up. To obtain final diffraction patterns for
1000, 100, and 20mM MgATPgS, and two control patterns under the relaxing
and rigor conditions shown here, patterns that had been recorded under all five
conditions from five single-fiber arrays were added, after the above correction
and centering procedures, to increase the signal/noise ratio.
One-dimensional profiles along the equator and ALL1, across MLL1 and
ALL1, and across ALL6 were calculated by integrating corresponding areas
at the same reciprocal spacings as used for time-resolved patterns recorded at
the ESRF (Fig. 2 B). The intensities of the investigated reflections and layer
lines were obtained by least-squares fitting, as described above. An error
estimate for each fitted profile was obtained by the standard error of the
fit, calculated by the fit program of ORIGIN (OriginLab). Because these
diffraction patterns were recorded on imaging plates, no straightforward esti-
mate of the number of actually collected photons was available. Thus, count-
ing statistics could not be used for an error estimate. However, we do not
attempt any quantitative inferences from a comparison of time-resolved
data with the ATPgS-data.Intensity profiles along ALL6 were obtained as described for the time-
resolved data recorded at the ESRF, except that: 1), 0.0027 nm1 was
chosen as the width for the two strips along ALL6; 2), after the addition
of the data of the two background profiles, the resulting profiles were
smoothened by calculating a rolling average over 40 adjacent data points; 3),
the width of the integrated strip between the two background strips that con-
tained ALL6 was 0.028 nm1; and 4), the background-subtracted ALL6
profiles were smoothed by a rolling average of 20 data points.
RESULTS
Two-dimensional x-ray diffraction patterns
To identify features in the 2D x-ray diffraction patterns that
are characteristic of an accumulation of cross-bridges in rigor
or rigor-like conformations, we first recorded 2D patterns at
decreasing concentrations of MgATPgS, an MgATP analog
that is hydrolyzed only very slowly (33,45,46). When the
MgATPgS concentration in the absence of MgATP is
reduced, the fraction of nucleotide-free myosin heads in
the rigor conformation increases, whereas the number of
myosin heads with bound MgATPgS (i.e., in a weak-binding
conformation) decreases (32,33). Fig. 3 shows one quadrant
of 2D-patterns recorded with 1000, 100, and 20 mM
MgATPgS, as well as in rigor (0 mM MgATPgS) and relax-
ing conditions. The most obvious changes, aside from
changes on the equator, are: 1), the increasing enhancement
of ALL1 with the characteristic lattice sampling (Fig. 3 E,
arrows); and 2), enhancement of ALL6 near the meridian
(Fig. 3). To identify features that are specific for the accumu-
lation of rigor or rigor-like cross-bridges and thus are
different or not seen when cross-bridges accumulate in
force-generating states present during isometric contraction,
we compared the changes evident at different MgATPgS
concentrations with the changes seen in 2D patterns recorded
under relaxing conditions and under isometric contraction
at saturating Ca2þ concentrations (pCa 4.5). The relevant
2D patterns are shown in Fig. 4 A (isometric steady state)
and Fig. 4 D (relaxing conditions). Compared with the rigor
pattern (Fig. 4 E), the intensity of ALL1 in the isometric
pattern is much lower, and ALL6 is also less intense.
Fig. 4, B and C, shows two patterns recorded during ramp-
shaped releases immediately after the start of the release
(Fig. 4 B, time frame II), and after the presumed redistribu-
tion of cross-bridges at the end of the pause in force decline
(Fig. 4 C, time frame III). For a detailed characterization of
features specific to the accumulation of rigor or rigor-like
cross-bridges and for a comparison with changes seen during
ramp-shaped releases imposed during active contraction, we
focused further analysis on equatorial reflections as well as
ALL1 and ALL6.
Equatorial reﬂections
Individual intensities of the equatorial 1,0 and 1,1 reflections
(I1,0 and I1,1, respectively) are shown in Fig. 5, A–D. I1,0 is
high under relaxing conditions, and low in rigor (Fig. 5,Biophysical Journal 96(4) 1430–1446
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tion patterns (no imposed length
changes; SRS, Daresbury, Warrington,
UK). (A–C) Different concentrations
of MgATPgS at saturating [Ca2þ]
(pCa 4.5). (D) Relaxing condition. (E)
Without nucleotide (rigor). (E) Arrows
indicate lattice sampling on ALL1.A and B). From time frames I to V, recorded at maximum
Ca2þ activation before and during ramp-shaped releases,
a slight increase in I1,0 is evident (Fig. 5 A), whereas with
reduction in MgATPgS concentration, i.e., with an
increasing fraction of nucleotide-free (rigor) cross-bridges,
I1,0 decreases (Fig. 5 B). I1,1 is low under relaxing conditions,
and high in rigor (Fig. 5, C and D). I1,1 also rises somewhatBiophysical Journal 96(4) 1430–1446from time frames I to V (Fig. 5 C), and shows a large increase
when the MgATPgS concentration is reduced (Fig. 5 D).
The intensity ratio of the equatorial 1,0 and 1,1 reflections
(I1,1/I1,0) was 2.9 in rigor, and 1.1 in relaxation, at the
ESRF (Fig. 5 E), and 2.3 and 1.2, respectively, at the SRS
(Fig. 5 F). I1,1/I1,0 increased steeply as MgATPgS was
reduced (Fig. 5 F). In the time-resolved patterns of activatedFIGURE 4 (A–C) 2D x-ray diffrac-
tion patterns recorded during isometric
steady-state contraction and during
ramp-shaped releases. Time-resolved
experiments (ESRF, Grenoble, France).
(A) Pattern taken before start of ramp-
shaped release (isometric; time frame I).
(B) Before pause in tension decline (time
frame II). (C) After pause in tension
decline (time frame III). (D and E)
Patterns of fiber arrays under relaxing
conditions and in rigor, respectively.
(E) Arrows indicate lattice sampling on
ALL1. Because of narrower focus of
x-ray beam at ESRF ID02, reflections
and lattice sampling in E are more
distinct than in rigor pattern recorded at
the SRS (Fig. 3 E).
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FIGURE 5 Intensities of equatorial 1,0 and 1,1 reflec-
tions (I1,0 and I1,1, respectively) and ratio of these intensi-
ties (I1,1/I1,0). (A, C, and E) Intensity values obtained in
time-resolved recordings (ESRF, Grenoble, France) during
active contraction in time frames I–V (open bars), under
relaxing (rel.) conditions (solid bars), and in rigor (gray
bars). (E, inset) I1,1/I1,0 for activated fibers in time frames
I–V on expanded scale. Intensity values are in arbitrary
units. (B, D, and F) Data of patterns recorded without
imposing length changes (SRS, Daresbury, Warrington,
UK) under relaxing conditions (1 mM MgATP; solid
bars), with MgATPgS at pCa 4.5 (1000 mM, 100 mM,
and 20 mM MgATPgS; light gray bars), and in rigor
(dark gray bars). For details of error bars, see Materials
and Methods. Error bars are sometimes smaller than
symbol size.fibers (Fig. 5 E), the I1,1/I1,0 values for the isometric condi-
tion (time frame I) and at the beginning of ramp-shaped
release (time frame II) did not differ significantly. However,
this was followed by a substantial increase in the I1,1/I1,0 ratio
at the transition from time frame II to time frame III, from
1.87 to 1.98. The overall changes, however, were small
compared with the change between patterns in rigor and
under relaxing conditions, also recorded at the ESRF for
reference. The changes in I1,1/I1,0 ratio at the transition
from time frame II to time frame III are more clearly visible
on the expanded scale of the inset in Fig. 5 E.
Because we had added all corresponding frames to maxi-
mize the signal intensity, we could not directly determine
experimental error. The error bars for I1,0, I1,1, and I1,1/I1,0 in
the time-resolved experiments with activated fibers were there-
fore derived from the scatter of intensity values of patterns
recorded in different time frames when we applied the same
time frame-recording protocol to fiber arrays in rigor and under
relaxing conditions, but without imposing ramp-shaped
releases (see Materials and Methods). Because the 1,0 and1,1 reflections produced a very high signal on the detector,
the error associated with the measured intensities was very
low. For the ratio I1,1/I1,0, this error was ~0.7%. This is much
lower than the change of nearly 6% in the I1,1/I1,0 ratio
observed between time frame II and time frame III.
ALL1
In the MgATPgS-experiments, the intensity profiles along
ALL1 (Fig. 6 A) showed a continuous increase in intensity
as the concentration of MgATPgS was reduced from
1000 mM through 100 mM and 20 mM to 0 mM (rigor condi-
tions). The intensity profile along ALL1 remained very
similar as the concentration of MgATPgS was reduced
(Fig. 6 A). It only appeared to be more and more scaled up.
The overall intensity of ALL1 in patterns recorded during
isometric steady-state contraction, as well as during ramp-
shaped releases, was much lower than in rigor (Fig. 4). To
reveal possible differences in the intensity profile along
ALL1 of activated fibers, Fig. 6 B shows such intensity
profiles generated by a vertical integration of area E inBiophysical Journal 96(4) 1430–1446












FIGURE 6 Intensity profiles along ALL1 and ALL6.
Profiles were obtained by vertical integration of area E in
Fig. 2 B for ALL1, and area D in Fig. 2 B for ALL6. All
profiles are shown after background subtraction. (A)
Profiles along ALL1 at different concentrations of
MgATPgS, as well as under relaxing conditions and in
rigor. (B) Intensity profiles along ALL1 recorded during
isometric steady-state contraction (time frame I) and during
ramp-shaped releases (time frames II–V). In addition, the
profile for relaxing conditions is also shown (dashed
line). The first peak on ALL1 of activated fibers changes
shape at beginning of release, and stays essentially
unchanged thereafter. Profile and intensity of second peak
between 0.06–0.09 nm1 reciprocal spacing remain essen-
tially the same in frames I–V (within the scatter of the
data). Relative intensities of first and second peaks of
ALL1 in active contraction are near 1:1, whereas for the
rigor profile (A), the intensity of the second peak is only
~50% of the first peak. (C) Intensity profiles along ALL6
at different MgATPgS concentrations, in rigor, and under
relaxing conditions. Note sensitivity of ALL6 intensity
profiles between inverse spacings of 0.02 and 0.10 nm1
to concentration of MgATPgS, i.e., to fraction of cross-
bridges in a nucleotide-free, rigor conformation. (D) Inten-
sity profiles along ALL6 recorded in time frames I, II, and III. For comparison, profiles of rigor and relaxing conditions are shown. These two profiles represent
mean values of individual profiles recorded in different time frames in rigor and relaxation, respectively (no releases imposed). Gray bands indicate standard
deviation. Note distinct profile for time frame III versus time frames I and II between reciprocal spacings 0.025 and 0.06 nm1. Intensity profile of time frame
IV (omitted for clarity) was essentially identical to profile of time frame III. Note intensification with shift toward meridian in time frames I and II when
compared with relaxed profile, whereas profile in time frame III (and IV; not shown) shows intensification without shift toward meridian.Fig. 2 B. The profile for relaxing conditions is also shown for
comparison (Fig. 2 B, dashed line). All profiles show two
broad peaks like those seen for the different MgATPgS
concentrations. Under isometric conditions (frame I), the first
peak, however, is rather flat and broad, but becomes nar-
rower with the start of releases, i.e., in frames II–V. This
shape change, however, does not significantly affect the total
integrated intensity of the first peak of ALL1 (Fig. 7 A, inset).
The intensity profile of the second peak on ALL1 between
0.06 and ~0.09 nm1 reciprocal spacing is essentially
unchanged within the scatter of the data in frames I–V
(Fig. 6 B). Quite importantly, however, the intensity ratio
between the first and second peak in profiles from activated
fibers (frames I–V) is very different from the ratio in the rigor
profile. In rigor, the intensity of the second peak relative to
the first peak is much lower. Altogether, the intensity distri-
bution along ALL1 changes during ramp-shaped releases,
but does not change toward the rigor-type profile (intensities
of first versus second peak).
For quantification, Fig. 7, A and B, shows the integrated
intensity of the most intense part of ALL1 (first peak of
the intensity profile along ALL1; cf. Fig. 2 B, area A) in
the different time frames of activated fibers (Fig. 7 A), and
at different MgATPgS concentrations (Fig. 7 B). The
ALL1 intensities in rigor and relaxation are also shown for
reference. The integrated intensity of the most intense part
of ALL1 of activated fibers (Fig. 7 A) is ~2.5-fold higher
than under relaxing conditions, as shown elsewhere (16).
Under rigor conditions, the intensity of ALL1 is ~20-foldBiophysical Journal 96(4) 1430–1446larger than during relaxation. Accordingly, an increasing
intensity of the first peak of the intensity profile of ALL1
is found when the MgATPgS concentration is reduced
(Fig. 7 B). This very large increase in ALL1 intensity in rigor
and when the MgATPgS concentration is reduced reflects
the increasing number of stereospecifically attached nucleo-
tide-free myosin heads (47,48). Compared with the large
intensity increase of ALL1 in rigor and at low MgATPgS
concentrations, only rather small intensity changes of
ALL1 are seen through time frames II–V of ramp-shaped
releases of activated fibers. Thus, a significant change in
the number of stereospecifically attached myosin heads,
and particularly of heads in a rigor-like conformation, cannot
be inferred from the observed intensities in time frames I–V.
ALL6
The total integrated intensity of the sixth actin layer line
(Fig. 7, C and D) was obtained from intensity profiles of
area B (Fig. 2 B, sample profile B), as described in Materials
and Methods. During active contraction, ALL6 intensity is
~40% higher than under relaxing conditions, as shown previ-
ously (10,16). In rigor, the integrated intensity is about
double the intensity seen under relaxing conditions, at least
for the direct comparison at the ESRF. The total ALL6 inten-
sity for activated fibers shows a slight decrease in the course
from time frame I to time frame V. With decreasing
MgATPgS concentration and hence an increasing proportion
of myosin heads attached to actin in rigor-like conformation,
an increase in integrated ALL6 intensity is evident (Fig. 7 D).
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FIGURE 7 Integrated intensities of ALL1 and ALL6.
Intensities obtained by horizontal integration of layer lines
within rectangular areas labeled A and B in Fig. 2 B for
ALL1 and ALL6, respectively (a.u., arbitrary units). (A
and C) Open bars, intensity values obtained from Ca2þ-
activated fibers in time frames I–V; gray bars, intensity in
rigor; black bars, intensities under relaxing conditions.
(A, inset) Intensities of ALL1 for relaxed and activated
fibers on expanded scale. (B and D) Intensity values from
patterns recorded at different MgATPgS concentrations
(light gray bars), in rigor (dark gray bars), and during
relaxation (rel.) (black bars). For details of error bars, see
Materials and Methods. Data are scaled such that intensity
changes evident during ramp-shaped releases can be
compared directly to intensity changes because of an
increasing fraction of nucleotide-free, rigor cross-bridges
when lowering MgATPgS concentration. Sarcomere
length for MgATPgS titration was set at 2.5–2.6 mm to
prevent quivering of fibers with pumping of solution at
1000 mM MgATPgS. Thus, changes from relaxation to
rigor are somewhat smaller than in data from the ESRF
(Grenoble, France).The actually observed slight decrease of total ALL6 intensity
from time frames I to V during releases of activated fibers is
therefore the opposite of the change expected for an accumu-
lation of cross-bridges in a rigor-like conformation.
Analysis of the intensity profile along ALL6, i.e., in the
direction parallel to the equator (Fig. 2 B, area D, and sample
profile D), revealed that with more rigor-like cross-bridges
upon reduction of MgATPgS, an enhancement of ALL6
occurs near the meridian at inverse spacings from 0.03 nm1
to 0.07 nm1 (Fig. 6 C in Kraft et al. (16)). For the part of
the intensity profile at reciprocal spacings>0.10 nm1, inten-
sity is mostly unaffected by the proportion of rigor versus
weakly bound cross-bridges. Altogether, Fig. 6 C indicates
a positive correlation between the proportion of cross-bridges
with rigor-like conformation and ALL6 intensification near
the meridian.
Fig. 6 D shows ALL6 profiles for isometric steady-state
contraction (time frame I) and during ramp-shaped length
releases (time frames II and III). The profiles for time frames
IV and V are omitted for clarity. The intensity profiles along
ALL6 show distinct differences, depending on the time
frame in which they were recorded. Whereas the profiles
for time frames I (isometric) and II (before delay in tension
decay) are very similar, the profile of time frame III shows
lower intensities for reciprocal spacings up to 0.07 nm1,
as does time frame IV (not shown in Fig. 6 D; see Table
1). This decrease of intensity is contrary to the increased
intensity that would have been expected if an increasing
number of cross-bridges with rigor-like conformation
(Fig. 6 C) contributed to the intensity profile in time framesIII and IV. Compared with relaxing conditions, the ALL6
profile for isometric steady state (time frame I) and in the
ramp-shaped release before the pause in the tension decline
(time frame II) appears to be enhanced and shifted toward
the meridian. In contrast, for time frames III and IV (i.e.,
after the pause in the tension decline), the intensity profile
along ALL6 appears enhanced compared with relaxing
conditions, but without a shift toward the meridian. The
gray bands encompassing average profiles for rigor and
relaxation in Fig. 6 D show the scatter on these data resulting
from data recording and analysis. This scatter was derived
from the variability of individual profiles in rigor and relax-
ation obtained from patterns recorded with the same time-
frame protocol as used in active contraction, but without
any length change (see Materials and Methods).
TABLE 1 ALL6 intensities of activated ﬁbers in time frames
I–V






Intensity values were obtained by integration of near-meridional part (0.03–
0.07 nm1 reciprocal spacing) of ALL6 profiles (see Fig. 6 D). Intensities
are expressed in arbitrary units. Standard deviations (SDs) for time frames
recorded in active contraction were obtained by interpolation between SDs
of rigor and relaxed profiles, weighted by respective mean values of inte-
grated intensities.Biophysical Journal 96(4) 1430–1446
1440 Radocaj et al.For a further analysis of the intensity changes of the near-
meridional part of ALL6 for time frames I–V of activated
fibers, integrated intensities between 0.03–0.07 nm1 recip-
rocal radial spacings were obtained (Table 1). This interval
was chosen because MgATPgS titration (Fig. 6 C) showed
a positive correlation between the proportion of rigor-like
cross-bridges and the intensity within this interval. The
values in Table 1 indicate for activated fibers that the inte-
grated intensity between 0.03–0.07 nm1 drops substantially
from time frame II to time frame III. As a consequence, the
ALL6 profile in frame III (and frame IV) appears vertically
scaled up from the relaxed profile, without a shift toward
the meridian (Fig. 6 D). This change coincides with the
end of retardation in the tension decline during ramp-shaped
length release (Fig. 2 A, bottom trace), which is thought
mainly to reflect a redistribution of cross-bridges toward later
states of the power stroke.
DISCUSSION
Several concepts predict that cross-bridge states with rigor or
rigor-like structural features are the main states in which
cross-bridges contribute to the generation of isometric force
(5–9). In contrast, 2D x-ray diffraction patterns (10–18),
electron microscopy (49), and mechanical studies (22–25)
are consistent with a concept derived from studies of force
transients in response to ramp-shaped length changes
(20,21), in which isometric force is generated by cross-
bridges in early states of the power stroke that do not show
rigor or rigor-like structural features. According to this
concept, as supported by more recent studies that used
x-ray diffraction combined with mechanical (15) or T-jump
(17) perturbations, cross-bridges are expected to accumulate
only in rigor or rigor-like states when driven to late states in
their power stroke, e.g., by length releases imposed on
isometrically contracting fibers. In this study, we tested
whether the appearance of rigor or rigor-like structural
features can be detected in 2D x-ray diffraction patterns
recorded during ramp-shaped length releases.
Changes in 2D x-ray patterns speciﬁc for
accumulation of rigor or rigor-like cross-bridges
To find out which changes in 2D x-ray diffraction patterns
allow us to answer the question about possible accumulation
of rigor or rigor-like cross-bridges in response to length
releases imposed on actively contracting fibers, we first
had to identify features that are specific to an increase in
the number of rigor(-like) cross-bridges. We studied 2D
x-ray patterns when, upon reduction of MgATPgS concen-
tration, more and more cross-bridges change from weak-
binding states to the nucleotide-free rigor state, and
compared the observed changes with differences seen
between relaxed patterns and patterns recorded during
isometric steady-state contraction, i.e., when cross-bridgesBiophysical Journal 96(4) 1430–1446change from weak-binding states to strong-binding, force-
generating states.
Intensity proﬁle along ALL1
As shown in Fig. 6, the intensity profile along ALL1 seen in
rigor is characterized by two broad intensity peaks. A first
peak is located between inverse spacings 0.03 nm1 and
0.06 nm1. Its integrated intensity is about twice the inte-
grated intensity of the second peak between inverse spacings
0.06 nm1 and 0.10 nm1. These two peaks and their 2:1
intensity ratio appear to be maintained when the number of
cross-bridges in the nucleotide-free rigor state is reduced
by increasing MgATPgS concentrations (Fig. 6 A). Only
the magnitude of total ALL1 intensity appears to change.
This feature of the intensity profile along ALL1 seen with
rigor cross-bridges, however, is different from the profile re-
corded under isometric steady-state conditions (Fig. 6 B,
time frame I; see also Kraft et al. (16)), where the second
peak in the ALL1 intensity profile is essentially as large as
the first, even if only the intensity increase from relaxing
conditions (Fig. 6 B, dashed line) to isometric steady-state
contraction (time frame I; Fig. 6 B, blue solid line) is consid-
ered. Thus, the ALL1 intensity profile appears to be one
feature that distinguishes the formation of stereospecific
rigor cross-bridges from stereospecifically attached cross-
bridges during isometric contraction.
Intensity proﬁle along ALL6
As the ATPgS concentration is reduced, the intensity of
ALL6 increases, especially near the meridian (Fig. 6 C).
For all MgATPgS concentrations, the maximum of the inten-
sity increase on ALL6 was found around inverse spacings of
0.04–0.05 nm1 (Fig. 4 A in Kraft et al. (16)). Under
isometric steady-state conditions, intensity is increased
from relaxed intensity over a broader range with a center
of gravity around an inverse spacing of 0.07 nm1 (Fig. 4 B
in Kraft et al. (16)). Thus, based on ATPgS titration, the
accumulation of cross-bridges in rigor or rigor-like states is
expected to enhance the near-meridional intensity of the
ALL6 profile.
Equatorial intensities
The intensity ratio I1,1/I1,0 of the equatorial 1,1 and 1,0
reflections increases both when rigor cross-bridges are
formed and when fibers are activated under isometric condi-
tions. Moreover, the absolute intensities I1,1 and I1,0 show
a reciprocal change, both upon formation of rigor
cross-bridges and when fibers are activated under isometric
conditions, i.e., when the number of force-generating
cross-bridges increases. The magnitude of changes in
I1,1/I1,0, and of the reciprocal change in individual intensities,
however, is lower when fibers are isometrically activated
(50,51) (Fig. 5, A and C, versus Fig. 5, B and D). The
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however, were also found to be sensitive to changes in lattice
order/disorder (50), e.g., when strain on the filament lattice
changes. All three parameters were found to decrease with
increasing lattice disorder (50). The effects on the intensity
ratio and individual intensities, however, depend on the
kind of disorder, i.e., the first or second kind (52). Thus,
changes in equatorial intensity ratio and individual intensi-
ties do not allow unambiguous interpretation in terms of
the accumulation of cross-bridges in rigor or rigor-like states
versus accumulation in other strong-binding states that are
occupied during isometric contraction.
Altogether, 1), the characteristic ~2-fold higher intensity
of the inner versus outer peak on the intensity profile along
ALL1, and 2), the intensification closer to the meridian of
ALL6, are features by which rigor cross-bridges can be
distinguished from strong-binding cross-bridges during
isometric steady-state contraction.
Structural features of cross-bridges during
ramp-shaped releases
In continuation of our previous work (20,21), we imposed
ramp-shaped length releases on fibers in isometric steady-
state contraction, and characterized structural features of
cross-bridges that had accumulated at the time of the end
of the delay in the tension decline seen during ramp-shaped
releases (Fig. 2 A, bottom, frame III). We selected this
approach because the slope of ramp-shaped releases can be
adjusted such that the retardation of tension decay is most
prominent and, at our experimental temperature of 5C,
well-separated from the start of ramp-shaped releases. This
allowed us to place a time frame after the beginning of the
release, but before the delay in tension decline (Fig. 2 A,
bottom, frame II). Thus, during frame II, half-sarcomere
strain, and thus cross-bridge strain, is already reduced,
compared with isometric steady-state conditions, whereas
the redistribution of cross-bridges among force-generating
states is still very small (see below). We also selected this
approach because the retardation in tension decline during
ramp-shaped releases mostly signifies a redistribution of
cross-bridges from the earliest state(s) of the power stroke
to later states in the power stroke. Under our conditions
(5 C, amplitude of ramp-shaped release %20 nm/half-
sarcomere, duration of 20 ms), the retardation of tension
decline occurs between %2–8 nm/half-sarcomere of the
length release (Fig. 2 A, bottom). This most likely is an upper
limit, because it is determined from the change in overall
fiber length. Thus, part of the length change will be taken
up by the end compliances introduced by the attachment of
the fibers to the motor and force transducer. In our experi-
ments, the effects of end compliances appear to contribute
no more than 10% to the observed overall length change.
This estimate results from measurements with single skinned
fibers in which the same ramp-shaped releases were applied,and the resulting change in sarcomere length was recorded
by ‘‘u-averaged’’ laser light diffraction (20,53). The ‘‘u-aver-
aging’’ was found to be essential for obtaining a representative
sarcomere length signal with laser light diffraction, because
of the domain organization of the contractile apparatus
(54,55).
In our previous work with ramp-shaped length releases,
a first distinct, nonsymmetric force response was evident
when comparing ramp-shaped releases with ramp-shaped
stretches, both imposed on isometrically contracting fibers.
A retardation in the tension response was prominent only
during releases, whereas for stretches from an isometric
steady state, a similar retardation was much smaller or unde-
tectable (cf. Fig. 1 b in Brenner (20)). A second distinct
difference in force responses was observed when ramp-
shaped stretches imposed during isometric steady-state
contraction were compared with ramp-shaped restretches
imposed in the course of a ramp-shaped release after the
retardation in tension decline (cf. Fig. 2 a in Brenner (20)).
During such restretches, a retardation as prominent in the
tension response as during releases was evident. A model
simulation of these observations implied that during
isometric steady-state contraction, force is mainly generated
in early states of the power stroke, whereas later states
contribute much less. More precisely, the observed data
were consistent with a 10:1 occupancy of states before versus
after the step(s) postulated by Huxley and Simmons (19) to
account for quick tension recovery in response to stepwise
length changes (states A and B, respectively, in Brenner
(20) and Brenner et al. (21)). Our modeling of the observed
data furthermore implied that cross-bridges in state(s) before
the transition responsible for quick tension recovery in
response to stepwise length changes (or responsible for the
delay in tension decline in ramp-shaped releases) generate
R75% of isometric tension (20,21). Our previous model
simulations further showed that the retardation in tension
decay during ramp-shaped releases mostly results from
a redistribution of force-generating cross-bridges from early
states of the power stroke to later states in the power stroke,
whereas new cross-bridges entering the force-generating
states, or cross-bridges leaving later states in the power
stroke, apparently become relevant only later in the ramp-
shaped release, when the extent of filament-sliding exceeds
10–12 nm. These findings resulted from modeling the force
responses to ramp-shaped length changes (cf. Figs. 1 a and
2 b in Brenner (20)), and are supported by recent x-ray
diffraction and mechanical studies of isotonic transients
(56). These studies implied that in response to load steps
down to low steady-state forces (e.g., 14% of isometric
force), cross-bridges will detach from their actin binding sites
only after filament-sliding goes beyond 10–12 nm. Only then
do strongly bound cross-bridges appear to leave the force-
generating states, with new cross-bridges attaching to actin,
i.e., entering force-generating states (56). As implied in
Fig. 2 A (bottom), in large-amplitude ramp-shaped releasesBiophysical Journal 96(4) 1430–1446
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study, force would approach a steady-state level of ~10–15%
of isometric force. This steady-state level, as characterized by
a much lower fraction of cross-bridges in strong-binding
states (56–58), has not yet been achieved in our ramp-shaped
releases. This is indicated by the intensity of ALL1 that has
not yet changed much toward the relaxed value in the
ramp-shaped releases used here (Fig. 7 A), whereas in the
isotonic steady state, ALL1 is much reduced compared
with isometric contraction (43).
In other models proposed to account for force responses
during ramp-shaped stretches and releases (59,60), the occu-
pancy of ‘‘poststroke’’ heads during an isometric steady state
was assumed to be as high as 40%, with 60% of the actin-
attached heads in the ‘‘prestroke’’ conformation. The ‘‘post-
stroke’’ heads were assumed to contribute almost 80% of
isometric force. With such occupancies and such contribu-
tions to isometric force, we could not account for the force
responses in our previous work (20,21). It remains to be clar-
ified in future work whether these differences are attributable
to different experimental conditions, or result from focusing
on different experimental features when optimizing the
model responses.
Nevertheless, based on our previous mechanical work and
its modeling, the changes in intensity distribution along
ALL1 and ALL6 from time frame II to time frame III (and
IV) seen in this work under the same experimental condi-
tions, and with the same muscle fibers, most likely reflect
structural changes associated with a redistribution of cross-
bridges from early states in the power stroke toward later
states in the power stroke. Only minor contributions are ex-
pected from cross-bridges newly entering or finally leaving
the strong-binding states associated with the power stroke.
2D patterns indicate an almost constant number
of strong-binding cross-bridges in early part
of ramp-shaped releases
No statistically significant changes in total integrated inten-
sity of ALL1 and ALL6 were found during ramp-shaped
releases (Fig. 7, A and C, time frames I–V). According to
modeling work (47,48), this implies that the number of
strong-binding cross-bridges does not change significantly
during the retardation of tension declines in ramp-shaped
releases. However, later in ramp-shaped length releases of
longer duration than were used here, the redistribution of
cross-bridges toward an isotonic steady state with a lower
number of strong-binding cross-bridges will occur (58).
2D patterns recorded during ramp-shaped length
releases do not reveal appearance of features
of rigor or rigor-like cross-bridges
In light of changes in 2D x-ray diffraction patterns specific to
the formation of rigor (or rigor-like) cross-bridges, our most
important findings in the 2D patterns recorded during ramp-Biophysical Journal 96(4) 1430–1446shaped length releases are: 1), a lack of decrease in the outer
peak of the intensity profile along ALL1, specifically in time
frame III (Fig. 6 B); and 2), a lack of increase, but rather
a decrease, in intensity near the meridian on ALL6 from
time frame II to time frames III and IV (Fig. 6 D). Equatorial
intensities, i.e., intensity ratio I1,1/I1,0 and individual intensi-
ties I1,1 and I1,0, do not allow for straightforward interpreta-
tion. If cross-bridges accumulated in rigor or rigor-like
states, the expected increase in the I11/I10 intensity ratio
would be associated with a decrease in I1,0, whereas I1,1
would change only very little (14). Instead, we found an
increase in both individual intensities (Fig. 5, A and C).
This very likely resulted from an increase in lattice order
when strain on the filament lattice was released as active
tension decreased during ramp-shaped releases (50). Thus,
a possible redistribution of strong-binding cross-bridges to
structurally different states very likely was masked by
lattice-disorder effects. From the intensity distribution along
ALL1 and ALL6 during ramp-shaped releases, however, we
conclude that there is no evidence for a redistribution of
cross-bridges toward rigor or rigor-like states that is suffi-
ciently large to result in detectable changes in 2D x-ray
diffraction patterns characteristic of rigor(-like) cross-bridge
conformations. A small redistribution below the detection
limit, however, cannot be ruled out.
Evidence for the accumulation of cross-bridges
in an as yet structurally unidentiﬁed state
Different from the expected intensity increase in ALL6 upon
the accumulation of cross-bridges in rigor(-like) states, we
found a decrease in the near-meridional part of the ALL6
intensity profile after the delay in tension decline of ramp-
shaped releases. This not only argues against a redistribution
toward rigor(-like) states, but suggests a redistribution of
cross-bridges toward a so far structurally unidentified
strong-binding state during ramp-shaped releases.
As shown by a comparison of experimental data
(MgATPgS data versus isometric contractions; Fig. 6 C
versus Fig. 6 D; also see Kraft et al. (16)), as well as by
model calculations (47), the intensity profile along ALL6
is quite sensitive to structural changes of the actomyosin
cross-bridge. This is specifically true for the near-meridional
part of ALL6 from inverse spacing 0.03 nm1 to 0.07 nm1.
We therefore investigated whether the decrease in integrated
intensity within this interval observed from time frames II to
III (and time frame IV; see Table 1) is statistically significant
or is purely attributable to the scatter of the data. To judge
statistical significance, we compared the decrease in inte-
grated intensity from time frame II to time frame III with
the scatter in the integrated intensities. As a measure of
scatter, we used the scatter observed among the data of
individual frames when time-resolved 2D diffraction
patterns were recorded from fiber arrays under relaxing
and rigor conditions. For relaxing and rigor conditions, the
Cross-Bridge Structure During Ramps 1443same timing of frames was applied as was used to record
time-resolved patterns during active contractions. However,
no ramp-shaped length changes were imposed. Conse-
quently, the scatter in intensity among the different time
frames of one condition (rigor or relaxation) reflects the
degree of noise in data -recording and analysis procedures.
We found standard deviations for the integrated intensities
of the near-meridional segment of the ALL6 intensity profile
of 52.11 and 52.61 under relaxing and rigor conditions,
respectively. As an estimate for the standard deviation of
time-resolved data recorded under activating conditions,
we used52.46. This was obtained by interpolation between
the standard deviations52.11 and52.61, weighted by the
associated mean values of the integrated intensities. With
this estimate of the standard deviation, a one-sided Gaussian
test was performed. This allowed us to examine whether the
observed decrease was accidental or statistically significant.
This test yielded a p-value of 0.026. With this p-value, the
intensity decrease from time frame II to time frame III was
statistically significant. That the observed decrease was not
accidental is further supported by the fact that the profile
in time frame IV is very similar to the profile in time frame
III, with an integrated intensity of the near-meridional part
that is even slightly lower (Table 1).
We conclude that the recorded intensity profiles along
ALL6 argue against a substantial increase in the fraction of
rigor(-like) cross-bridges. Our data imply instead that during
the tension plateau seen in ramp-shaped releases, cross-
bridges redistribute within the strong-binding states of the
power stroke, accumulating in states that are characterized
by a near-meridional intensity on ALL6 that is not only
much lower than is seen in rigor, but is also lower than
what is seen during isometric steady-state contractions.
What are the structural features of the presumed
new intermediate?
The near-meridional part of ALL6 is affected by the light-
chain binding domain. This was shown experimentally
by Kraft et al. (16), using: 1), truncated S1, which included
only the motor domain of the myosin head; and 2), N-ethyl-
maleimide (NEM)-modified S1, which includes both the
motor domain and the light-chain binding domain of the
myosin head. The intensity maximum of ALL6 in diffrac-
tion patterns recorded from fibers with actin filaments deco-
rated by NEM-S1 was nearer the meridian than when actin
filaments were decorated with truncated S1. Actin filaments
of skinned fibers decorated, in the absence of MgATP, with
truncated S1 versus NEM-S1 mimicked states, for instance,
with disoriented versus uniformly oriented neck regions,
respectively. Therefore, the observed reduction in near-
meridional intensity of ALL6 could originate from less
well-ordered light-chain binding domains, i.e., from a larger
‘‘spread’’ of orientations, after cross-bridges were redistrib-
uted during the delay in tension decline of ramp-shapedreleases. This possibility, however, is considered less
likely, based on studies of interference fine structure of
the first-order and second-order meridional reflection of
myosin heads (M3 and M6) (18). In our study, we
concluded that after quick tension recovery, i.e., after the
equivalent of the retardation of tension decline in ramp-
shaped releases, the distribution of cross-bridges remained
essentially as narrow as under isometric conditions (18).
Alternatively, the observed decrease in near-meridional
intensity on ALL6 could indicate a different orientation of
the light-chain binding domain after cross-bridge redistribu-
tion. The accumulation of cross-bridges in an ‘‘antirigor-
like’’ conformation, e.g., when new cross-bridges enter
the power stoke, is unlikely to cause the observed decrease
in near-meridional intensity of ALL6. According to the
model of Koubassova and Tsaturyan (47), such antirigor
conformation produces a higher intensity of ALL6 near
the meridian, as does the rigor conformation. A conforma-
tion somewhat less extreme than this ‘‘antirigor’’ conforma-
tion may be a suitable model for the conformation of
cross-bridges during the generation of isometric force in
early states of the power stroke. The redistribution of
cross-bridges during the pause in tension decline toward
a conformation with a more perpendicular orientation of
the lever arm may, according to the model of Koubassova
and Tsaturyan (47) and Koubassova et al. (48), generate a
lower intensity on ALL6 between inverse spacings of
0.03–0.07 nm
1.
It may be argued that nonzero average strain on rigor
(-like) cross-bridges may generate the decrease in intensity
of the near-meridional part of ALL6. This seems unlikely,
because the ALL6 profiles of frames III and IV are essen-
tially indistinguishable, with a nearly identical integrated
intensity of the near-meridional part (Table 1), although
active force during frame IV is only ~2/3 of the active force
in frame III, and filament-sliding from frame III to IV is
~3 nm. Thus, the average cross-bridge strain in frame IV
is clearly less than in frame III, whereas the near-meridional
part of ALL6 is unchanged. A definitive answer regarding
this point, however, must be left to future studies in which
intensity profiles along ALL6 are compared in terms of rigor
cross-bridges under different strains. We also cannot rule
out that, instead of a different orientation of the light-chain
binding domain, some change in actin conformation could
cause the lower intensity on ALL6 between inverse spac-
ings of 0.03–0.07 nm1. This would still be consistent
with the general notion that the reduction in intensity of
the near-meridional part of ALL6 is caused by a change
in conformation of the actomyosin cross-bridge. Detailed
conclusions must be left to future studies in regard to
whether changes in orientation of the light-chain binding
domain, or changes in the conformation of the actin mono-
mer, or even changes in other parts of the myosin head
domain, are the cause of the lower intensity of the near-
meridional part of ALL6.Biophysical Journal 96(4) 1430–1446
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Our data strongly suggest that the conformational states
accumulated during time frames III–V are neither rigor nor
rigor-like. The lack of detectable accumulation of cross-
bridges in the nucleotide-free rigor state, however, is not
surprising, because this state is thought to be short-lived in
the presence of physiological, i.e., millimolar, ATP concen-
trations. Our data also rule out accumulation in an ADP
intermediate with rigor-like features. Such an AM.ADP-
state with rigor-like structural features is seen when ADP
is added to nucleotide-free rigor fibers (39). This state,
however, may only represent the last intermediate just
before ADP is finally released. Because no rigor-like struc-
tural features appear during ramp-shaped releases, this state
apparently is also only short-lived, or may not occur at all
on the normal ATPase pathway. Our data do not rule
out the possibility that the state in which cross-bridges
accumulate during the tension plateau in ramp-shaped
releases, and which is characterized by the decreased
near-meridional intensity on ALL6, is biochemically an
AM.ADP intermediate, with structural features different
from those of rigor cross-bridges, e.g., with an orientation
of the light-chain binding domain more perpendicular to
the fiber axis.
Relationship to previous work
Previous 2D x-ray diffraction work addressing effects on
actin-based layer lines in response to stepwise or ramp-
shaped length changes was reported by Yagi et al. (61). In
their experiments, however, only integrated intensities of
parts of ALL1 and of ALL6 were analyzed. The ranges
of integration in their work closely correspond to our areas of
integration. Our results for integrated intensities, in principle,
agree with theirs. On ALL1, Yagi et al. (61) saw an increase
in integrated intensity by ~10–15%, 2 ms after a stepwise
length release. We saw an ~15% increase in integrated inten-
sity in frame II, i.e., ~2 ms into the ramp-shaped release. In
our data, this increase, however, was not statistically signifi-
cant. For ALL6, Yagi et al. (61) reported a slow decease in
integrated intensity by ~14%, whereas we saw only a trend
toward a slow decrease of <10% that was also not statisti-
cally significant. Thus, our data are qualitatively consistent
with those of Yagi et al. (61).
Our conclusion that, even upon length releases, cross-
bridges do not accumulate in late, rigor(like) states of their
working stroke is consistent with conclusions drawn from
recordings of intensity and interference fringes of first-order
and second-order meridional reflections of myosin heads
(M3 and M6 (18)). Here we conclude that cross-bridges
maintain a rather narrow distribution that is progressively
moved through the working stroke as the length-release is
increased, i.e., at different amplitudes of release, we may
probe different conformations of force-generating cross-
bridges as they are moved through their working stroke.Biophysical Journal 96(4) 1430–1446Thus, the decrease that we observed in near-meridional
intensity on ALL6 after the pause in the tension decline
may be the first sight of a new state in the working stroke
that is passed through, subsequent to the states occupied in
isometric steady state. Whether this state is indeed character-
ized by a more perpendicular orientation of the light-chain
binding domain, i.e., intermediate between a more antiri-
gor-like orientation in early states of the power stroke occu-
pied during isometric contraction and rigor-like states at the
end of the cross-bridge working stroke, requires additional
experimentation and more detailed modeling.
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